We propose a formalism for counting the microstates of a class of three-dimensional black holes which are not asymptotically AdS. The formalism rests on the invariance of a dual field theory under a generalized modular transformation and is extended to Rindler horizons by a singular limit. We also obtain logarithmic corrections.
Introduction
Nonextremal black holes have a two-dimensional Rindler space in their near-horizon limit. The case that is better understood from a microstate point of view is that of extremal black holes, which have a near-horizon AdS 2 . In the cases where the AdS 2 can be uplifted to an AdS 3 , we have a robust microscopic derivation of the black hole entropy through the Cardy formula [1, 2] . An open question regards extending this type of reasoning to different near-horizon geometries, including Rindler.
The black hole geometries we will explore in this paper can be written as [3] ds 2 = ℓ 2 r 2 θ − (1 − (r/r h ) 1+z−θ )dt 2 r 2z + dr 2 r 2 (1 − (r/r h ) 1+z−θ ) + dφ 2 r 2 .
We will consider z = 1 in the main text and relegate z = 1 to an appendix. This family of spacetimes sporadically supports holographic interpretations in string theory. We will derive a generalized Cardy formula which (modulo a few assumptions) can be understood as providing a microstate interpretation of the entropy of these black holes. Our formula can be evaluated in the singular limit θ → 1, which is the case where the black hole spacetime is instead pure Rindler spacetime. The answer obtained by doing this agrees with the entropy of a Rindler horizon. These black holes and their zero-temperature limits (which are singular) can be obtained as solutions of Einstein gravity minimally coupled to a self-interacting scalar:
The scalar takes the value φ = − − θ(1 − θ)/2 log r on shell. Although we will stick exclusively to this bulk theory, we will argue below that the same techniques can be applied to any bulk theory which has the background (1) as a solution. These black hole backgrounds are not locally the same as their zero temperature limit, as is the case for BTZ with θ = 0. Their entropy is given by the usual Bekenstein-Hawking formula:
Our derivation will rest on four assumptions with various levels of justification. The first will be that quantum gravity in a spacetime which is asymptotically of the form
can be described holographically by a dual quantum field theory. 1 The second assumption is that the dual field theory is invariant under a generalized modular transformation, which it inherits from the generalized scale invariance in the bulk. The third assumption is that the energy of the dual field theory state is given in terms of the energy of the gravitational field at the asymptotic boundary through a holographically renormalized Brown-York stress-energy tensor. The final assumption will be an identification of the ground state for the field theory spectrum in terms of a bulk soliton geometry, which we will show has a negative mass and is therefore separated from the black hole spectrum by a gap. The steps we take in the derivation are justified for θ < 1, with additional conceptual complications for θ ∈ (0, 1) which we will not discuss.
Summary of results
We will derive a generalized Cardy formula which reproduces the entropy of the black holes (1) for general z and θ, subject to positive specific heat (1 − θ)/z > 0. Our formula will depend on the energy of the black hole being considered, the energy of the ground state of the field theory spectrum, and a number which depends only on the combination (1 − θ)/z. The ground state of the field theory spectrum will be postulated in terms of a double-Wick-rotated soliton geometry in the bulk. It will have negative energy and will be separated by a gap from the rest of the spectrum. The energies of the black hole and ground state soliton will be extracted from a holographically renormalized Brown-York stress-energy tensor.
We will analyze the following limits on our final answer, in nondecreasing order of pathology: (1) θ → −∞ in section 6.2, which is a lower-dimensional analogue of the gravitational background of little string theory, (2) η = −θ/z fixed as z → ∞ in section 8.2, for which the background is conformal to AdS 2 × S 1 , (3) z → ∞ in section 8.1, for which the "black hole" background becomes Rindler-AdS 2 × S 1 , and (4) θ → 1 with z = 1 in section 6.1, for which the "black hole" background becomes Rindler×S 1 .
For general z and θ, we will derive the first logarithmic correction to the black hole entropy. For z = 1, we will employ the methods of [5] to extend the range of validity of our argument beyond the Cardy regime, but there is no obstacle to extending this to general z = 1.
We emphasize that our generalized Cardy formula is not as powerful as the original Cardy formula for two reasons: conformal invariance allows for a universal characterization of the ground state energy on the cylinder in terms of the central charge of the theory, and it allows one to view the Cardy formula as counting the degeneracy of local operators due to the state-operator correspondence. The lack of a state-operator map will be irrelevant for our purposes, but having a field theory understanding of the ground state energy would make our arguments stronger.
A generalized modular transformation
The backgrounds (4) admit a scaling symmetry x µ → λx µ , r → λr, and g µν → λ −2 θ g µν . We can recast this latter rescaling in terms of the curvature scale, ℓ → λ − θ ℓ. In fact, the entire action
(which includes two boundary terms we will encounter in section 3) is invariant under this generalized scale transformation when evaluated on-shell. This is not some coincidence of this specific action; since the Einstein tensor has a scaling isometry, this fixes the on-shell stress-energy tensor to have the same isometry, which thereby fixes the on-shell matter Lagrangian to have the same scaling as the on-shell Ricci scalar. The measure √ g d 3 x is invariant under the transformation as well.
The dual field theory should thus be invariant under x µ → λx µ and ℓ → λ − θ ℓ. This rescaling of ℓ changes the theory, and is like rescaling N . 2 If the bulk geometry is connected to AdS geometries in the UV and the IR, then the holographic c-function in the intermediate region scales as c(r) ∼ r θ , and one can understand the above symmetry in terms of a rescaling of this c-function c(r) → λ − θ c(λr) = c(r). Now let us consider our dual quantum field theory on a rectangular Euclidean torus (vanishing angular potential). The usual argument for invariance under β → 4π 2 /β for CFTs comes from showing that a torus with cycles of length β and 2π is equivalent-through a rotation, scale transformation, and translation-to a torus with cycles of length 4π 2 /β and 2π. Since these transformations are symmetries of a CFT, the theory is unchanged. In our case, these steps can be repeated with the scale transformation being replaced by a generalized scale transformation. Since one scales by 2π/β in this argument, we need to supplement this with ℓ → (2π/β) − θ ℓ.
We now write the partition function of our dual field theory:
where g(E) is the degeneracy at energy E. The dependence on ℓ is buried in the energies E. Determining the exact dependence for all the energies is a hopeless task. Luckily, the only regime relevant to an application of the Cardy formula is the sector which scales linearly in ℓ. These are gravitational states in the bulk and their linear scaling with ℓ is the highest possible power. For economy of notation, we will therefore rescale all the energies E → (2π/β) − θ E. It will become clear by the end of the derivation that the complicated ℓ-dependence of generic states does not play a role since the partition function will project to a state which scales linearly in ℓ. We therefore write our symmetry as
This transformation has β = 2π as the self-dual point. We will soon see that in the bulk this is precisely the temperature at which a Hawking-Page transition occurs. We emphasize that this symmetry relates our theory on a spatial circle at inverse temperature β to a different theory on the same spatial circle at inverse temperature 4π 2 /β. Taking β → 0 projects the right-hand-side to the vacuum state E vac . We will see later that this state has negative energy and scales linearly with ℓ; this justifies our cavalier rescaling of all the energies. We are also assuming g(E vac ) = 1. Thus the partition function projects to
This can be extended to twisted tori, i.e. nonvanishing angular potential, but we will not consider that case. We extract the microcanonical degeneracy in a saddle-point approximation −E/E vac ≫ 1 as
One can check that the saddle-point temperature is indeed large. In terms of the temperature we have
Before we can apply (9), we need to first identify a suitable ground state for our theory, and we need a way to calculate the energies of the black hole and the ground state. Calculating the energies requires performing holographic renormalization on our bulk theory. We should also ensure that the black hole dominates the canonical ensemble at sufficiently large temperature. The next two sections are devoted to these issues.
Holographic renormalization
To calculate the mass of our black hole solutions (1), we will use the method of adding local counterterms to regulate the divergences of the Brown-York stress-energy tensor near the boundary r c ≪ 1 [6, 7] . Recall that the Brown-York tensor is given as
for the pure hyperscaling-violating background. K µν and γ µν are the extrinsic curvature and induced metric of the r = r c hypersurface, and η µν is the usual Minkowski metric. The coordinates µ and ν only run over the two-dimensional hypersurface. We will interpret T µν as the expectation value of the stress-energy tensor in the dual hyperscaling-violating field theory, i.e. T µν for the theory on the cylinder. We need to add a local counterterm I ct such that its functional derivative gives a contribution which cancels the divergence. Such a counterterm is given by
For θ = 0 this is the usual counterterm in AdS 3 . Recalling that the scalar field solution is given by φ = θ(θ −1)/2 log r, this gives
Thus, the total stress-energy of the background vanishes.
Black hole
With the appropriate counterterm at hand, we can calculate the mass of the geometry (1):
This mass is consistent with the first law and gives a Smarr relation of the following form:
Notice that the Smarr relation is modified by θ due to the modified scaling dimensions.
Ground state soliton
We now produce a soliton geometry which will serve as the ground state of our spectrum in the next section. Unfortunately, we do not know of a way to find the energy of the ground state of our theory on the cylinder without referencing the bulk. Our soliton is constructed by the same double analytic continuation which produces the AdS soliton of [8] . This double analytic continuation was also successfully used to provide the ground state when counting the entropy of Lifshitz black holes in [9] and hairy AdS 3 black holes in [10] . We will henceforth assume that this soliton provides the energy of the ground state of the strongly coupled theory. The metric of our soliton is given by
wherer h = (2 − θ)/2 has no interpretation as a horizon. The coordinate ranges are 0 ≤ φ < 2π, −∞ < t < ∞ and 0 < r ≤r h . The geometry as r →r h looks like flat spacetime. The gauge choice made in writing down the metric makes it clear that it was produced from the black hole geometry by continuing t → iφ and φ → it, with r h fixed by keeping a 2π-periodicity in the angle φ without producing a conical deficit. This spacetime is globally static and nonsingular for θ ≤ 0. For θ = 0 the curvature scalars are constant (the black hole metric in this case is just BTZ) and for θ = 1 the curvature scalars vanish (the black hole metric is just 2D Rindler cross a unit circle). Using our counterterm renormalization of the previous section, the mass of this soliton is computed to be
Notice that this gives M sol = −ℓ/8G for θ = 0, which is the correct ground state for AdS 3 . For general negative θ, the energy M sol ∈ (−ℓ/8G, 0), with M sol → 0 as θ → −∞.
Hawking-Page transitions
In this section we compute the renormalized on-shell Euclidean actions of the black hole and the thermal soliton. The thermal soliton is obtained by analytically continuing the soliton to Euclidean signature and compactifying the Euclidean time coordinate with period β. This has the interpretation of a thermal gas in an asymptotically hyperscaling-violating background. We will see that at large temperature the black hole always dominates, which is necessary for our Cardyesque derivation of the entropy to make sense.
The Euclidean action we need to compute is
where K is the trace of the extrinsic curvature of a small r = r c slice with induced metric h µν and α = 2 θ /(θ −1). This action is a sum of on-shell terms, a Gibbons-Hawking boundary term, and a counterterm, respectively. Notice that the counterterm is the same one required to renormalize the stress-energy tensor in the previous section. We want to calculate this for the black hole background at temperature β ′ and compare to our soliton with the Euclidean time coordinate compactified with period β. The physical radius of the time coordinate has to be the same between the two configurations on the r = r c slice, i.e. β ′ (1 − (r c /r h ) 2−θ ) = β. At leading order in small r c we find
The mass for both configurations, computed as M = − ∂ β log Z, is consistent with the mass given by our regularized Brown-York method of the previous section. The entropy of the black hole can also be calculated as S = βM + log Z. For the black hole to dominate, we need (20) to be negative, which occurs when r h < (2 − θ)/2 (recall that the boundary is at small r, so this is a 'big' black hole). In terms of the temperature, it is θ-independent: β < 2π. This generalizes the case of r h < 1 for AdS 3 . Also notice that as θ → −∞, the black hole can be arbitrarily small and still dominate the canonical ensemble; we will comment more on this case in section 6.2.
In the case of AdS, it is well-known that there is no Hawking-Page transition in the Poincaré patch. Instead, the black brane always dominates the canonical ensemble. We can see that the same is true here by calculating the Euclidean action of an empty hyperscaling-violating background with non-compact φ, which vanishes. The black string background (i.e. (1) with non-compact φ) has a negative Euclidean action, so it always dominates.
Applying the generalized Cardy formula
Using the ground-state energy computed in the previous section E vac = M sol , we can write our generalized Cardy formula as
Plugging in the mass of our black hole solution (14), we precisely reproduce the bulk BekensteinHawking entropy (3).
Logarithmic corrections
Once we know that our high-temperature partition function projects onto the vacuum state, we can use this to get the degeneracy of states beyond leading order. To see this, it will be more useful to recast our derivation in a slightly different form. We begin with the partition function written as
We have shifted the energies so that E L + E R + E vac is the energy on the cylinder. We will again specify to τ = τ 1 + iτ 2 = iτ 2 , i.e. set the angular potential to zero. The degeneracy is extracted from the partition function as
We defineZ(τ ) through Z(τ ) =Z(τ )e 2πiτ Evac and use the generalized modular invariance to write
where we have assumed that the vacuum state scales linearly with ℓ. In the limit −E/E vac → ∞ we can evaluate this integral by a saddle point approximation, keeping the first subleading correction. The saddle-point value of τ 2 is given as
It is important thatZ is a sum of exponentially suppressed contributions at the saddle τ s 2 , except for the contribution of the ground state E = 0 (recall that we shifted the energies so that E + E vac is the energy of a state on the cylinder). Thus we haveZ (τ s 2 ) −1+θ = 1. The leading contribution is given by evaluating the integrand of (24) at τ s 2 . The first correction is given by expanding around τ s 2 to quadratic order and performing the resulting Gaussian integral:
The entropy can be written as
The prefactor of the logarithm is a universal number which generalizes the −3/2 of BTZ black holes [11] . It is negative for positive specific heat θ < 1, consistent with general arguments in [12] . This procedure can be extended to arbitrary order [13] .
Extension of range of validity
We can now ask about extending the range of validity of our Cardy formula. Phenomenologically, our formula gives the correct answer for a black hole of any size in the bulk, even though the formula was derived for asymptotically large black holes. We should expect that the validity of the formula breaks down below the Hawking-Page transition, since the black hole no longer dominates the canonical ensemble in that regime. In the formalism of [5] , we can split up our bulk states into light, medium, and heavy states:
The lower bound on the heavy range is defined as the energy at which the black hole dominates the canonical ensemble. The methods of [5] can then be applied to this parameterization, and we list a few of the results here. We omit details since the technical steps are equivalent. The Cardy formula is universal in the heavy range as long as the spectrum of light states is bounded as
Modulo a genericity assumption explained in [5] , the medium-energy range satisfies the bounds
We can further uses these results to make sharp statements about the spectrum of the theory, such as the existence of certain states, but we will not pursue this here.
Two intriguing limits
We consider our formalism in the limit of vanishing and infinite effective dimensionality d eff = 1 − θ.
The former limit θ = 1 corresponds to flat space, whereas the latter θ → −∞ is a lower-dimensional version of the background dual to little string theory [14] . We will find that at vanishing effective dimensionality the entropy is governed entirely by the ground state, whereas at infinite effective dimensionality the entropy is governed entirely by the state of the black hole being considered. This can be seen immediately from our generalized Cardy formula
Flat space
The geometry being considered becomes flat in the limit θ → 1. Notice that the effective dimensionality heuristic d eff = 1 − θ in this case indicates that the dual theory should be (0 + 1)-dimensional, i.e. a matrix quantum mechanics. The geometry in this situation is a patch of flat spacetime and the "black hole" geometry is simply diffeomorphic to two-dimensional Rindler space times a circle:
Our entropy and ground state formulas all have well-defined limits in this case, and we find
Notice that this reproduces the usual entropy formula for Rindler in terms of the dimensionless Rindler energy [15] . The soliton geometry in this case is simply ordinary flat space in polar coordinates:
The only reason this is assigned a mass is because the stress-tensor is evaluated at r = 0 (u = 1); while r = 0 is the conformal boundary in the θ < 0 geometries, for θ = 1 we can extend the coordinate to r → −∞, i.e. u → ∞. Notice also that the enigmatic range vanishes in this limit.
Very little string theory
Our entropy formula (9) is linear in the energy as θ → −∞: 3
This indicates a Hagedorn density, with inverse Hagedorn temperature β = 2π. To see this appear explicitly, let us try to analyze this case independently of the limiting procedure. The metric can be written as
which shows that the scaling transformation is r → λr, ℓ → λℓ. The inherited symmetry of the boundary theory is a rescaling of ℓ by an arbitrary amount, with the boundary coordinates left untouched. This is a remarkable symmetry if true. To implement it, we need to operate slightly differently than in section 2. Since the theory will not project to its ground state, we write:
The symmetry automatically implies a Hagedorn density for the sector of gravitational states E ∼ ℓ, including a logarithmic correction. We did not use such a continuous description of the partition function in cases where we project to the ground state since the unique, gapped ground state would lead to the vanishing of the density near E vac . Let us compare to the bulk black hole directly. For reasons that will become clear, we will choose an angular periodicity φ ∼ φ + 4π:
The thermodynamic quantities are given as
where the mass is calculated by the usual Brown-York method at r c ≪ 1. Notice that the temperature is independent of the horizon as required for a Hagedorn spectrum. It is clear that our formula S = 2πE is off by a factor of two. However, this is an illusion due to the fact that our formalism was derived for a torus with angular periodicity 2π. Since the bulk black hole can only exist at temperature 4π, this will imply that the analogous ground state soliton exists at angular periodicity 4π. This means that to handle this case we would have to repeat our field theory analysis on a torus with angular periodicity 4π along the spatial cycle; this would give us precisely the factor of two needed to agree with the bulk.
Outlook
Spacetimes which are conformal to anti-de Sitter space with a pure power-law conformal factor are ubiquitous in string theory as the backgrounds sourced by non-conformal branes. We have considered a family of such backgrounds and their finite-temperature generalizations in three dimensions. The generalized scale invariance of the bulk geometries was shown to imply a generalized modular invariance of the dual field theory on a torus, which was used to derive a formula for the asymptotic degeneracy of states. This formula was checked explicitly against the entropy of the bulk black hole solutions and precisely agrees. The formula also reproduces the entropy of a Rindler horizon in the limit θ → 1. The case of dynamical critical exponent z = 1 is treated in the appendix.
There are many directions left open by this work:
• Construct distinct black hole solutions to distinct actions with the same asymptotics and test the formula (9) in those cases.
• Generalize this formalism to include angular momentum and test the generalized entropy formula for rotating black holes.
• Check the prediction of logarithmic corrections against other methods.
• Use the self-dual point of our generalized modular transformation β = 2π to further constrain the theory as in [16] .
• Prove a "positive" energy theorem for the spacetimes (4) which shows that the energy is bounded below by the soliton. Since we are in three bulk dimensions, the boundary topology is a cylinder and we need not worry about complications inherent to Wick-rotated solitons in higher dimensions [8] .
• Provide a field theory argument for the ground state energy on the cylinder. Without this or a positive energy theorem, our derivation is incomplete.
• Perform a generalized asymptotic symmetry group analysis to see if the generalized scale invariance enhances to a more constraining, possibly infinite-dimensional symmetry in the boundary theory.
• Derive a universal formula for entanglement entropy from the field theory. Such derivations often use local symmetries at key steps in the argument, whereas we have only used a global scale invariance.
• Provide a technical justification of our calculation of the Rindler entropy.
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Appendix
Lifshitz field theories have an anisotropic scale invariance which can be straightforwardly used to project the partition function at high temperatures to the vacuum state [9] . For the general hyperscaling-violating Lifshitz field theory, we can therefore project the partition function at high temperatures to its vacuum state by the formalism in section 2:
with thermodynamic data
where the mass was determined from dM = T dS as in the previous section. We can also extract the soliton mass using the same trick as in the previous section:
Plugging into the formula (48), we again find agreement with the bulk entropy. In this case, we have simply dropped the factor of z 2 which appears in the g rr term when taking the limit (which we scaled into the coordinates in the previous section); this is to illustrate that our results are independent of this factor. Interestingly, the Cardy formula, all of the bulk thermodynamic data, the emblackening factor, and the soliton mass for this case equal the case in the main text with z = 1 upon performing the identification η ≡ 1 − θ, even though the geometries are distinct. The case of η = 1 maps to the CFT case θ = 0. We can therefore write our generalized Cardy formula for η = 1 as the usual Cardy formula for CFTs, S = 2π c E/3 with c = 3ℓ/2G. This is related to the fact that these geometries uplift to AdS 3 [18] .
Logarithmic corrections
We can also extract the leading logarithmic correction in this case. By the same procedure explained in section 5.1, we find (52) We can use this to write the entropy as
The prefactor is again universal. We can trade it for the scaling of the entropy n = (1 − θ)/z to get −(2 + n)/(2n). This is negative for positive specific heat, consistent with general arguments in [12] .
